ISLAM IS A THEOCRACY, A GOVERNMENT using TERROR where each
man, woman and child is REQUIRED to PARTICIPATE in one or more
of the following forms of JIHADI.

OCCUPATION JIHADI
Overwhelming the population of infidel nations via legal or illegal immigration until such time that
the Islam population is dominant enough to take control of the political and economic systems to
impose Sharia Law. Mosques are immediately built to serve as the central information and
meeting place; barracks; armories and arsenals for Islam warriors under the guise of religious
worship.

CULTURE JIHADI
Assaults upon the infidel culture to demand accommodations and special treatment; demand
halal food preparation and distribution; will stage protests, demonstrations and marches to
proclaim unfairness, discrimination and persecution. Will not assimilate, but rather seeks to
dominate.

PROPAGANDA JIHADI
Assaults infidel media and communication organizations and outlets with propaganda proclaiming
Islam as peaceful; benevolent; and benign. Will demonize all opposition to Islam as evil, hostile
and unjust to garner infidel sympathy. In the United States CAIR is but one example.

ECONOMIC JIHADI
Will demand implementation of Sharia for economic and banking transactions; demand
governmental financial assistance based upon oppression and discrimination; purchase
significant real estate parcels and other real property.

LEGAL JIHADI
Aggressively file complaints and lawsuits against infidel individuals, institutions, schools,
colleges, businesses and governments claiming societal behaviors, norms, laws as discriminatory,
oppressive and unjust to Islam. Will run and hold government offices to advance Islam; Sharia law.

TAQIYYA (DECEPTION) JIHADI
Engage in community good works and other deceptions to lull infidels into complacency by
feigning friendship, cooperation and neighborliness.

VIOLENT JIHADI
Terror, the threat of terror, extreme violence, fear, intimidation, physical and sexual assaults,
maiming and decapitations to force the infidels to cower into docile submissiveness.

ALL Islam engage in one or more JIHADI which is designed to lull, assault and terrorize
infidels into Islamic Submission. Those who refuse are executed. Islam declared war
upon all infidels worldwide and are here in the United States now with millions more
coming. Will you cower, crawl and submit to Islam Terror or will you stand and fight for
your right to survive as a FREE AMERICAN? or will you SUBMIT TO ISLAMIC SLAVERY?

